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This talk argues that mutation is due to the coalescence of (parts
of) fully segmentally specified morphemes.
Absolute
neutralization is crucial in accounting for the motivation and
outcome of some types of mutation. There is no need for floating
features, nor are there any constraints or mechanisms that are
specifically devoted to mutation.

1. The smallest morpheme
(1)

What is mutation?
(a) A morphological change is marked (at least partially) by a stem-internal phonological
change that is not due to normal phonological processes.
(b) Irish ‘eclipsis’
[bːd] ‘boat’ cf. [ə mːd] ‘their boat’
(c) Full segments can sometimes appear; mutation can accompany full segments.
[uːlə] ‘apples’ ~ [ə nuːlə] ‘their apples’

(2)

Minimal representation
The Irish eclipsis morpheme would be something like /[+nasal]/ (more on this below).

(3)

Why a floating feature?
(a) Visibility: Only a single phonological feature changes (at least most of the time).
(i) Therefore, the underlying form consists of only what can be seen to change: ie,
a single feature.
(ii) Buttressed by views about economy of lexical representation, and perhaps
learnability considerations (not clear on what learnability theory would predict
featural morphemes, though).
(b) Motivation: a single phonological feature can’t survive on its own, so it must join
with some other segment, causing mutation.
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(4)

Problems?
(a) The original IDENT theory of faithfulness is segment-based – IDENT can’t preserve
features independent of their root node. (McCarthy & Prince 1995, 1997)
(i) Theories of floating features have required constraints that require featurespecific constraints; often these are proposed solely to deal with mutation (tone is
a bit different).
(ii) Attempts to employ MAX-Feature constraints encounter problems (eg, Keer
1998, Struijke 2001).
(b) The theory of why floating features survive has relied on constraints that demand
preservation of a morpheme’s underlying material (eg, MORPHREAL).
(i) These constraints don’t work if there’s more than one segment in the
morpheme, or if there’s more than one feature in the morpheme (Piggott 2000; see
attempts at correction by de Lacy 2002; Wolf 2005).
(c) There has been no demonstration that featural morphemes are necessary – ie, that
mechanisms already available can do the job.

(5)

Proposal
(a) All morphemes consist minimally of a segment; there are no floating features in
morphemes.1
(b) Observation: Coalescence exists.
(c) Observation: Absolute neutralization exists.
(d) Effect: Mutation is caused by coalescing segments.
(i) Absolute neutralization can both motivate and condition the output of
mutation.

2. Coalescence
(6)

What is coalescence?
(a) Descriptively: A phonological condition forces two or more segments combine to
make a single segment.
(b) Pāli (de Lacy 2006:ch.6 and refs. cited therein)
(i) /labh-tabːa/ → [ladːhabːa] ‘take-gerund’
(ii) /du˙-ta/ → [dudːha] ‘milk-participle’
(iii) /Ôan-ja-ti/ → [Ôa¯˘ati] ‘generate-3sg’
(iv) /vatː--ti/ → [vatːhi] ‘turn-aorist-3sg’
(v) /sak-ːa-ti/ → [sakːhati] ‘be able to-future-3sg’
(vi) /sak--ti/ → [sakːhi] ‘be able-aorist-3sg’

1

Alternatively, there may be floating features in underlying forms, but no faithfulness constraint will preserve
them. Same effect.
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(7)

Correspondence theory of coalescence
(a) Two (or more) underlying segments are in a correspondence relation with a single
segment on the surface.
/l a bh – t a/
dh ː a

l a
(8)

Coalescence ranking
/bh1-t2/
(a) bh1.t2
(b) bh1it2
(c) bh1
L (d) dhː1,2

(9)

NOCODA

DON’T
DELETE

DON’T
ADD

DON’T
COALESCE

*!
*!
*!
*

Preservation in coalescence
/bh1-t2/
(a) b ː1,2
h

(b) thː1,2
L

(c) dhː1,2

IDENT

coronal
*!

IDENT

IDENT

IDENT

+voice labial

−voice
*

*!

*
*

*

• [αF] survives if IDENT[αF] » IDENT[−αF] (usually, but there are other ways for αF to
survive; see de Lacy 2006 for details.)
(10)

Key ingredients of coalescence
(a) Motivation: Coalescence is motivated by a phonotactic condition
(b) Outcomes: Other outcomes (deletion, epenthesis) are less desirable
(c) Preservation: Faithfulness determines which features are preserved.

(11)

Looking forward to mutation
(a) In its effect, there’s no surface difference between mutation and coalescence:
(b) In both, a single output segment shows featural changes.

3. Basic Mutation
(12)

Mutation as coalescence
(a) Some morphemes are forced to coalesce in (almost) every environment…
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(13)

Chaha 3p.sg.accusative.masculine (very famous case)
(Rose 2006, Akinlabi 1996, Piggott 2000)
(a) Consists of surface [w…n]
(b) [w] lands on the rightmost non-coronal…
(i) [tkəfwt-n] ‘she opens it’ (iv) [kətəfwə-n] ‘chop’
(ii) [nəkwəsə-n] ‘bite’

(v) [səpwərə-n] ‘break’

(iii) [k’wəsərə-n] ‘erect’
(vi) [kəfətxwənm] ?
w
(c) If all consonants are coronal, [ ] doesn’t appear
[sədədə-n] ‘chase’
(d) cf. feminine –na [j-rəx-n-a] ‘he finds her’
(14)

Proposal: /kwn/
(a) kwn# is phonotactically ill-formed, so something has to change
(b) So the /kw/ coalesces.

(15)

/kwn/…
/kətəf1ə-kw2n/

NO

C CLUSTERS

(a) kətəf1ən
L

DON’T
DELETE

DON’T

*!

(b) kətəfw1,2ən
(c) kətəf1əkw2n

UNIFORMITY

ADD

*
*!

(d) kətəf1əkw2n

*!

• This ranking summarizes the general thrust of the analysis; the details are complex,
taking into account epenthesis elsewhere in the language (eg, Rose 2000).
(16)

The output segment
/kətəf1ə-kw2n/
L

w

(a) kətəf

IDENT
w

ROOT -IDENT

Fs

1,2ən

(b) kətəf1,2ən
(c) kətəkw1,2ən

*!
**!

• ROOT-IDENT{non-labialized} is outranked by IDENT w
(17)

Result
The Chaha /kwn/ morpheme can never surface faithfully. It requires that some
phonological process occur to eliminate the /kw/.
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4. Non vacuous coalescence
(18)

Why should mutation show up?
(a) Why should any features change under mutation?
(b) In some cases, it may be due to a faithfulness constraint: e.g. IDENT[w] in Chaha,
IDENT[retroflex] in Pāli.
(c) In other cases, realization of the affix’s segment is due to a condition on coalescence...

(19)

The constraint
(a) NO VACUOUS COALESCENCE (NVC)
Informally:
“If x and y coalesce to form z,
z must have some feature unique to x and some feature unique to y.”
More precisely:
For every output segment x, there is some feature [αF]
s.t. x' is [αF]
and there is no x'' that is [αF]
• x is an output segment
• x' is an input correspondent
• x'' is another input correspondent (ie, not x’)
(b) Informally, NVC is a combination of feature faithfulness and avoidance of
coalescence.
(c) Some languages obey this restriction; others don’t
(d) e.g. /ap+tha/ → [apa] violates NVC; [apha] doesn’t.

(20)

Replaces
NVC replaces constraints like
• de Lacy’s (2002) MORPHDISF “Every morpheme has a unique faithful exponent”
• Wolf’s (2005) NOVACDOC “Floating features cannot dock onto segments that bore the
same feature value in the input”
- In their use, these constraints are fairly mutation-specific attempts to prevent underlying
segments from being obscured.
- They differ from NVC in that NVC is segment-based (not feature based), and therefore
applies to all coalescence, not just mutation.

5. Disjunctive mutation: NVC in Irish eclipsis
(21)

Disjunctive mutation
(a) Some mutations require that one feature or another appear.
(b) These come about when the mutating morpheme has
(i) a single coalescing segment
(ii) the segment has two (or more) features that conflict with root specifications.
(iii) NVC is relevant.
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(22)

Irish ‘eclipsis’ (Pullman 2004 & refs cit.)
(a) [n] before vowels
[uːlə] ‘apples’
[ə nuːlə] ‘their apples’
(b) Voiceless stops and fricatives become their voiced counterparts
[tahiː]
[dahiː] ‘experience’
[ə vjiə] ‘their deer’
[fjiə] ‘deer’
• /s  h/ have no surface voiced counterparts
(c) Voiced stops become nasal
[bːd] ‘boat’

[ə mːd] ‘their boat’

[duːnən tuː] ‘you close’
(d) Sonorants don’t change
[nə navjdj] ‘the enemies’
[luəx] ‘value’
(23)

[ə nuːnən tuː] ‘that you close’
[nə navjdj] ‘of the enemies’
[ə luəx] ‘their value’

More precisely, adapted from Pullman (2004:table 1.1)
• Shows potential undergoers and actual targets only
p
pj
tj
c
k
t
j
j
b
b
d
d


j
f
f
s

j
w
v
m
mj
nj
n


j
l
l
r

h

(24)

Proposal:
(a) Morphemes with eclipsis have an /n/ (TO BE REVISED IN SECTION 6)
(b) Its potentially conflicting and realizable features are [+voice] and [+nasal]

(25)

Before vowels, /n/ surfaces as [n]
/ n1+ː2…/

UNIFORMITY

L (a) nː
(b) ː1,2

*!
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(26)

Before consonants, NO C CLUSTERS and others force /n/ to coalesce
NO C
DON’T
DON’T
UNIFORMITY
/n+tahiː/
CLUSTERS

L

ADD

*

(a) d1,2ahiː
*!

(b) tahiː
*!

(c) n1it2ahiː
(d) n1t2ahi
(27)

DELETE

*!

Which part of /n/ survives?
NVC only requires that one feature surface; IDENT-root will minimize change to the root.
/n1 + p2/

NVC

IDENT
ROOT FS

(a) p1,2
*!
*
(b) b1,2
(c) m1,2
* *!
• (a) violates NVC because [p] doesn’t have any feature that’s unique to /n/ but not /p/
• (b) doesn’t violate NVC because [b] has a [+voice] feature which is found in /n/ but not
in /p/ and the labial feature is unique to /b/ but not to /n/.
• (c) doesn’t violate the NVC, but changes the root segment wantonly.
L

(28)

The surviving feature can change depending on NVC
NVC
IDENT ROOT FS
/n1 + b2/
(a) p1,2
*!
*
(b) b1,2
*!
L (c) m1,2
*
• [p] doesn’t realize any feature of /n/ that isn’t also a feature of /b/.
• [b] doesn’t realize any feature of /n/.
• [m] keeps the place of /b/ and the nasality of the /n/

(29)

Mutation is blocked when no non-coalescing change can occur
IDENT ROOT FS
NVC
/n1 + n2 …/
*
* *!
(a) t1,2
*
*!
(b) d1,2ː
L

(c) n1,2

*
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(30)

Mutation is blocked when there is no admissible counterpart
• [z] is banned; [nə saidjuːjiː] ‘of the soldiers’
/n1 + s2 …/
L

(31)

(a) s1,2
(b) z1,2
(c) n1,2
(d) d1,2

*z

IDENT

continuant

NVC

IDENT
ROOT FS

*
*!
*
*!

*
**
**

Summary
(a) Mutation is coalescence, forced by phonotactic constraints.
(b) The surviving features are controlled by NVC and featural faithfulness.
(c) NVC is responsible for the disjunctive nature of certain mutations.
(d) Without NVC, faithfulness would completely determine which feature emerges (as in
Chaha).

6. Absolute Neutralization and Output Choice
(32)

There is a problem with the analysis above:

!L

/n1+d2/

NVC

IDENT
ROOT FS

(a) t1,2
(b) d1,2
(c) n1,2

*
*
*

*!
*!

• (a) There is no feature in /t/ that is unique to /d/ but not to /n/.
• (b) ditto.
• (c) ditto.
The same problem will be faced with all choices of underlying segment with the right
features:
i.e. /m/, /nj/, //, //
The solution?
(33)

Absolute neutralization
(a) /N/ (uvular nasal)
/N1+d2/

NVC

IDENT

ROOT FS
*

*!
(a) t1,2
*!
(b) d1,2
L (c) n1,2
*
(d) N1,2
*!
**
• /N/ isn’t allowed on the surface, so the problem in (32) won’t arise.
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(34)

Still ok before vowels; /N/ neutralizes to [n]
• /N/ is banned on the surface, so NO UVULAR » IDENT Place
/ N1+ː2…/

NO
UVULAR

UNIFORMITY

L (a) nː
(b) ː1,2
(c) Nː1,2

IDENT

Place
*

*!
*!

(35)

Results
(a) Disjunctive mutation is due to NVC.
(b) Absolute neutralization helps guide the mutated output.

(36)

Factors influencing the output of coalescence/mutation
(a) If a mutating morpheme has a segment with a feature α that isn’t permitted in the
output, the morpheme cannot cause α to mutate.
(i) In general, if only feature α mutates, then such α-only mutation can be
produced by an underlying segment that is composed of features {α,β,γ…} where
all features except α have prohibited surface values.
(b) Faithfulness can prevent features from mutating.
(c) Markedness constraints on feature co-occurrence can block certain outputs (e.g.
Chaha’s ban on labialized coronals).

6.1 Is absolute neutralization believable?
(37)

Absolute neutralization
(a) Where an underlying segment does not show up intact in any output environment.

(38)

Pāli absolute neutralization of retroflex //
(a) Pāli does not permit [] in any environment.
(i) The only retroflex is allows is [].
(b) However, // exists:
(i) /iß-ta/ → [iˇ˘ha] ‘wish-gerund’
(ii) /daß-tabːa/ → [daˇ˘habːa] ‘see-gerund’
(iii) /daß-tva˘/ → [diˇ˘ha˘] ‘see-absolutive’
(iv) /kiliß-ta/ → [kiliˇ˘ha] ‘be dirty-absolutive’
(c) Compare with /s/:
(i) /sis-ta/ → [sitːha] ‘leave’
(ii) /vas-tab˘a/ → [vatːhabːa] ‘live-gerund’
(iii) /vas-tum/ → [vatːhum] ‘live-infinitive’
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(d) /ß/ doesn’t show up when it can’t coalesce with a stop
/daß-ja-ti/ → [disːati] ‘see-passive-3sg’
/a-daß--am/ → [adːasam] ‘aorist-see-aorist-1sg’

(39)

Analysis
(a) [] is banned, [] is permitted
/iß/

*

(a) ißai

*!

*
*

Retroflex survives in stop coalescence because it can
/iß1-t2a/
(a) itː1,2a
L (b) iː1,2a

(41)

retroflex
*
* *!

L (b) isai
(c) isati
(40)

IDENT

*

IDENT

retroflex
*!

*
*

Famous absolute neutralizations
(a) Maltese /ʕ/ never appears on the surface, but coalesces (after Brame 1972)
e.g. /nismi1ʕ2/ → [nisma1,2] (/ʕ/ coalesces with a preceding vowel)
(b) Yawelmani: all /iː uː/ surface as [eː oː] (see Archangeli 1984)

(42)

Learning absolute neutralization
(a) Merchant’s (2008) allomorphy learning theory straightforwardly learns absolutely
neutralizing segments.

6.2 Is absolute neutralization useful outside of mutation?
(43)

Absolute neutralization and morpheme-specificity in Yowlumni Yokuts (Yawelmani)
(a) CV affixes appear faithfully
[talaap-ni]
‘bow-IO’
[xataa-ni]
‘food-IO’
(b) Except for -m(i) ‘precative’
(i) [m] appears after Vs
[panaa] ‘having approached’ [panaa-m]
*[panaa-mi]
(ii) [mi] only appears when the alternative is syllabically bad…
[amic] ‘having arrived’
[amic-mi]
*[amic-m]
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(44)

Issues
(a) Why is m(i) special?
(b) Why does the [i] appear only under duress?

(45)

Not epenthesis
(a) Could m(i) be /m/?
Problem: CC → CiC, not CCi, so /amic-m/ would → *[amicim]
e.g. /idl/ → [idil], *[idli]
cf. /soonl/ + m(i) → [soonilmi], *[soonlim]!
(b) The challenge: There’s something about the suffix’s vowel that makes its faithful
realization inherently undesirable.

(46)

Proposal
(a) The precative is /m/ (// = central unrounded high vowel)
(b) [] is banned on the surface (the only vowels allowed are [i e a o u])
(i) // preferentially deletes
(ii) Otherwise it neutralizes to [i]
(c) Derivations
(i) /panaa-m/ → [panaam]
(ii) /amic-m/ → [amic-mi]; blocked *[amicm]
(d) Analytically, the exact underlying vowel doesn’t really matter as long as the ranking
is such that it neutralizes to [i] and not some other vowel and the vowel is banned on the
surface. The exact identity of the vowel will be determined by a learning theory.

(47)

OT: HoPHoT ‘Heterogeneity of Process, Homogeneity of Target’
(a) Deletion
NO
NO C
IDENT
DON’T
/panaa-m/
DELETE
CLUSTERS


*!
(a) panaam
(b) panaami
*!
L (c) panaam
*
(b) Else neutralization if deletion is blocked
NO
NO C
IDENT
DON’T
/amic-m/
DELETE
CLUSTERS


*!
(a) amicm
L (b) amicmi
*
(c) amicm
*!
*
• Why not [amic]? DON’T DELETE-C » IDENT-

(48)

It’s all free
(a) HoP-HoT is inherent to OT.
(b) Richness of the Base places no restrictions on inputs.
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(49)

Is it learnable?
(a) Merchant’s (2007) theory could be extended to account for this case (Merchant’s
theory is currently limited to morphemes that alternate solely by feature change, not
deletion).
(b) The allomorphs of the precative are [mi] and [m]. If we conceive of Merchant’s
algorithm as winnowing down possible allomorphs, the set of potential URs includes all
/mV/, with all possible Vs. Of these, only a subset maps to [mi], and /mi/ does not.
Therefore, the UR cannot be /mi/, but must map to [mi], which leaves – among others –
/m/.

(50)

The point
(a) Absolutely neutralizing segments provide the motivation for a phonological change:
i.e. // prompts deletion to apply wherever it can, otherwise neutralization.

7. Polarity mutation
(51)

What is morpho-phonological polarity?
When a morphological change is marked by turning a feature from [αF] into [−αF].
(a) Assumption: no segment can be both [αF] and [−αF] underlyingly.
(b) Therefore, a polarizing morpheme must have two underlying segments.
(c) However, they have a disjunctive effect, so they must conflict on a particular feature.

(52)

DhoLuo genitive plural
• Very controversial, but here goes…

(53)

Schematically
The genitive plural replaces the final vowel with [] and…
(a) Root-final voiceless Cs change to voiced
[sanduku] ‘box’ ~ [sandue] {gen.pl.}
(b) Root-final voiced Cs change to voiceless
[kdi] ‘twig’ ~ [kt] {gen.pl}

(54)

From what we know so far
(a) We need two mutating segments that conflict in [voice]
e.g. /Gh/
(b) /d1+G2h3/ → [t1,2,3]
(i) [t1,2,3]: coronal is unique to /d/; [−voice] is unique to /h/; nothing is unique to
/G/, nor can it be: [d] has all features that [G] has apart from uvular, and uvular is
banned in this language.
(c) /k1+G2h3/ → [1,2,3]
(i) [1,2,3]: velar is unique to /k/; [+voice] is unique to /G/
(ii) [1,2,3]: this would be perfect for NVC, but [] is banned!
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(55)

Result
Two coalescing segments that conflict in a feature can cause apparent polarity: the output
has to choose which feature to realize, opting to realize the one that reflects an underlying
segment uniquely.

7.1 Details
(56)

The genitive plural is far more complex than a simple exchange of [±voice]…

(57) Changes in the genitive
labial
dental
alveolar
p
t
b
d
m
n
b
d
f
θ
s
D
m
n
l
w

palatal
c
Ô
¯
Ô

velar
k
g
N
g

¯
r
j

N

(58)

Generalizations
(a) [αvoice] obstruent becomes [−αvoice]
(b) /N/ and liquids becomes [Nstop]
(c) glides become voiceless stops
(d) /c/ becomes a glide or deletes
(e) /NC f s h/ don’t change

(59)

Proposal
(a) The genitive is /Gh/
(b) Only one consonant survives; the other deletes.
(c) The one that survives is determined by NVC.

(60)

NVC 1: −voice stop → +voice
/t1 + G2h3/
NVC
(a) t1,2,3
* *!
L (b) d1,2,3
*
(c) 1,2,3

glottal

h

Comment
coronal is unique to [t]
[+voice] is unique to [G]
coronal is unique to [t]
[+voice] is unique to [G]
coronal is unique to [t]
[+cont] is unique to [h].
However, the root segment’s alveolar
PoA is not preserved!
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NVC 2: +voice stop → −voice
NVC
/d1 + G2h3/
L (a) t1,2,3
*
(b) d1,2,3
(c) s1,2,3

(62)

* *!
*

NVC 3: nasal → prenasalized stop
• Generalization: the input always preserves its nasality
/n1 + G2h3/
L

(63)

Comment
[−voice] is unique to [h]
coronal is unique to [d]
coronal is unique to [d]
[−voice] is unique to [h]
coronal is unique to [d]
But wanton violation of IDENT-ROOT-F
– no need for the output to have two
unique features of /h/.

NO
VOICELESS
NASAL

±NASAL

(a) n1,2,3
(b) nd1,2,3
(c) t1,2,3

*!

*!

(d) nd1,2,3

*!

*!

NVC 4: Glide to voiceless stop
/w1 + G2h3/
NVC
(a) w1,2,3
* *!
(b) b1,2,3
*!
L

IDENT

(c) p1,2,3

NVC

Comment

* *!
*

nasal & coronal are unique to /n/
[−voice] is unique to /h/
nasal & coronal are unique to /n/
coronal is unique to /n/
[−voice] is unique to /h/
[−sonorant] is unique to /G/
coronal is unique to /n/
[−voice] is unique to /h/
[−sonorant] is unique to /G/

Comment
labial is unique to /w/
labial is unique to /w/
[−continuant] is unique to /G/
labial is unique to /w/
[−continuant] is unique to /G/
[−voice] is unique to /h/.

(64)

Other segments
(a) /θ/ and // alternate and /h/ and /f/ don’t change because there’s no other segment with
the same major and minor PoA.
(b) /s/ doesn’t alternate because it would lose [+strident].

(65)

Conclusion
(a) DhoLuo is not a simple case of polarity. There are several interacting factors,
including [voice] and [−sonorant].
(b) The full set of alternations follow with a morpheme with two underlying segments
that partially conflict in feature values.
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8. Conclusions
(66)

Nothing new
(a) None of the constraints (except for NVC) are new.
(b) And the need for an NVC constraint has always been assumed in the coalescence
literature.
(c) There is no formal element in the theory that is unique to mutation.
(i) It maintains the segment-based theory of correspondence (M&P 1995).
(ii) It does not require featural morphemes (after Keer 1998, Struijke 2001)
(d) Therefore, it is incumbent on theories that propose mutation-specific representations
and constraints to show that the coalescence theory is inadequate.

(67)

How to prove the theory wrong
(a) Since it’s a concatenative theory, mutating morphemes can only have elements that
are permissible in the lexicon.
(i) i.e. segmental features, root nodes, moras, tone, (primary?) stress.
(ii) Not prosodic boundaries or constituents (like Ft, etc.).
(iii) So, show that some mutating change involves introduction of a prosodic
boundary.
(b) Is there something a featural morpheme theory can do that the coalescing theory can’t
do?
(i) Probably not.
(ii) The coalescing theory can do more than most by allowing morphemes with
both coalescing and non-coalescing segments.
(iii) The challenge for featural morpheme theories is to show that the coalescing
theory is inadequate.

(68)

What’s next?
(a) Extension of the coalescing idea to other domains
(i) Morpheme-specific behavior (as in Yowulmni)
(ii) Phonological subcategorization effects.
(b) Explore the predictions of the theory further
(i) when there are multiple mutating morphemes
(ii) in its predictions.

Paul de Lacy
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